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ABTRACT
Adhesive bonding of structural components presents many practical advantages when
compared to other joining methods, but its application for critical components is limited by the
absence of reliable nondestructive methods that can assure the bond strength of the joint. In this
paper, a method based on shock waves produced by a pulsed laser is applied to the evaluation of
bond strength of two plates joined with an adhesive. Different adhesives were tested. A shock
wave, produced by an energetic short laser pulse can cause a delamination at the adhesive/plate
interface when it propagates through them. A good bond is unaffected by a certain level of shock
wave stress whereas a weaker or kissing bond is damaged. The method is made quantitative and
in-situ by optically measuring the sample back surface velocity with a Doppler or velocity
interferometer. The interferometer signals allow distinguishing interfaces that pass the test from
the ones that fail. The measured back surface velocity is related to the internal stress by a simple
equation. Experimental results show that the proposed test is able to differentiate bond quality
and give a value of the bond strength. Laser-ultrasonic inspection made on laser shock tested
samples confirms that weak bonds are revealed by the method. The proposed testing approach
may help a broad adoption of adhesive bonding throughout the aerospace industries and its use
for joining primary aircraft structures.
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INTRODUCTION

Adhesive bonding of structural components presents many practical advantages when
compared to other joining methods. A benefit is in particular the elimination of fasteners and the
associated drilled holes. It could also be economically advantageous to bond several small parts
to make a large structure instead of having it co-cured. However, its use for primary structures is
impeded by the absence of reliable nondestructive methods that can ensure the integrity of the
joint.
Laser shock generation and spallation have been studied for the measurement of the bond
strength between a thin planar coating on a substrate [1-6], between carbon fibers and their
matrix [7], and more recently between cells and bio-materials [8]. For these measurements, a
high energy pulsed laser is used to generate a high amplitude compression pulse which
propagates through the sample. Upon reaching the free back surface, this pulse is reflected as a
tensile pulse that can pry apart the coating or fibers. Recent work addresses the problem of
adhesive bonding of thicker structures made of carbon-epoxy composite [9]. In contrast to thin
coatings, laser shock waves do not induce spallation, but delaminations or disbonds in thick
structures. The laser shock method can be seen as a proof test and the evaluation is non-intrusive
and nondestructive if the bond is good. It has also the advantage of providing a local
measurement without mechanical contact and of being able to operate on curved laminates.
In this paper, the laser shock wave technique is adapted to the evaluation of bond strength of
composite laminates joined by an adhesive layer. Adhesion strength is probed by increasing the
laser pulse energy step by step. A “good” joint would be unaffected under a given stress level
whereas a weaker one would be damaged. In the following, the principles of bond strength
evaluation will be detailed with the application to a bonded joint comprising composite plates
made of carbon fibers embedded in epoxy and joined by an adhesive layer. The method is made
quantitative and in-situ by optically measuring the sample back surface velocity with an
interferometer. The interferometer signals give real-time signatures of well-bonded and
disbonded interfaces and are used to obtain an estimate of the bond strength. The results were
confirmed by laser-ultrasonic inspection made on shocked samples. Results show that the
proposed test is able to evaluate bond quality.

PRINCIPLE AND EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

A powerful Q-Switched Nd:YAG laser which delivers optical pulses of 8 ns duration and
up to 2 J energy at 1064 nm wavelength is used to induce shock waves or very high amplitude
ultrasonic waves in the sample. The laser beam is focused to a spot diameter of about 4 mm. To
avoid surface damage and to increase the ultrasonic wave amplitude [5, 10], the surface of the
material is first covered with an absorbing tape and then with a constraining medium, transparent
to the laser wavelength, as illustrated in figure 1. For optical absorption, black electrical tape
which is widely available is an efficient option. A water layer is used as constraining medium.
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Figure 1. Setup for laser shock generation.
Under our generation conditions, the pressure level is below the Hugoniot Elastic Limit
(HEL), so that wave propagation is in a weak or elastic shock regime in which the waves still
travel approximately at the usual sound velocity [11]. However, under higher laser energy, it is
possible to reach the regime of strong shock propagation, or at least elastic-plastic wave
propagation. The source size (roughly the laser spot size) is a few times larger than the sample
thickness, with the result that the waves propagating through the material are mostly
compressional. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the evolution of a compression shock wave
generated at the top surface with a time duration T, propagating through the thickness of a
homogeneous plate and finally reflected by the free back surface as a tensile wave. The triangle
which base line is delimited by the instants t1 and t2 corresponds to the time and space where the
compression due to the end of the incoming wave is balanced by the beginning of the reflected
tensile wave. If attenuation mechanisms are neglected and for a typical shock pulse shape, the
maximum tensile stress begins at a distance from the back surface given by DT/2, and this tensile
wave propagates unchanged until the next reflection. Here, D(z ) = c + s ⋅ u( z ) is the shock wave
propagation velocity, c the elastic wave propagation velocity, u the particle velocity and s is the
Hugoniot slope parameter. Only the tensile stress could induce failure within the laminate or at
the adhesive bonded interfaces.
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Figure 2. Time-space diagram of the propagation of a shock wave pulse with duration T. Dark
and light gray areas represent respectively the compression wave (pressure superior to the
average pressure) and the tensile wave (pressure inferior to the average pressure). Dash and
full lines are used for indicating decrease and increase of pressure, respectively.
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To quantitatively evaluate the stresses inside a sample, an optical velocimeter based on a
Fabry-Perot interferometer was developed and used to monitor the backwall surface velocity
u ( 0 ) (see figure 1). A detailed description of the interferometer can be found in reference [12].
Under the assumptions of 1D propagation in a homogeneous material, no attenuation and an
adiabatic process, the relationship at any instant t between the surface velocity signal and the
stress or pressure P( z, t ) at a depth z inside the plate is approximated by [13]:
P ( z, t ) =

1
ρ D (u (t + z D ) − u (t − z D ))
2

[1]

where is the material density.
For multi-ply composite structure, the propagation is altered by the
transmission/reflection of the waves between the different layers, leading to an incorrect
evaluation of the tensile stress inside the material. The propagation is also affected to some
extend by material anisotropy since the source being of finite size diffraction effects cause the
wave to differ from a plane wave propagating normally to the plies. It implies a discrepancy
between the real pressure imposed to the joint and the one given by equation [1]. Although the
purpose of this work is primarily to measure the bond strength between two carbon epoxy
laminates, we will also address the strength between the plies of the laminate since in the case of
a strong bond the laminate may yield before the bond.

MATERIALS PROPERTIES

The composite laminates were obtained by curing a stack of 4 or 8 carbon fibre plies preimpregnated with epoxy (Cytec 5276-1). In each ply, the fibres (G40-800 – 24K) are
unidirectional. The total thicknesses of the 4- and 8-ply are about 0.72 mm and 1.35 mm
respectively and the sample in-plane dimensions are 50 mm x 50 mm. The orientation of the
plies is [0/90]S and [0/45/90/-45]S for the 4- and 8-ply plates, respectively. Figure 3-a provides a
cross section of a single ply obtained under scanning electron microscope (SEM), in which
carbon fibres are clearly seen. The ply thickness varies from 170 to 180µm. Figure 3-b shows the
sketch of a 4-ply composite laminate. It consists in an alternation of pure epoxy layers (white and
thin layers) and carbon-epoxy layers (dark grey layers). Magnified SEM images cross section of
each ply is also presented. The diameter of the carbon fibres is estimated to be around 5 m and
the volume fraction of carbon fibres is 70% in average. SEM examination also shows that an
epoxy layer about 15 m thick is found between the plies. 30 µm-thick epoxy layers are also
observed on the sample external surfaces. The three internal epoxy layers are called ep1, ep2 and
ep3. Given that the plies are co-cured, the epoxy matrix has a quite homogeneous high strength,
even between the plies. The composite sample shows strong anisotropy indicated by a
longitudinal velocity cL of 3100 m.s-1 in the z direction normal to the plies and of 8300 m.s-1
along the 0o direction (along the fibre direction). The z axis origin is taken at the back surface
where velocity measurements are made as shown in figure 3-b. The adhesive paste Hysol®
EA9394 was used to bond the composite plates.
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Figure 3. a) cross section micrograph of a composite ply. b) sketch and magnified SEM cross
sections of a 4-ply laminate.

RESULTS FOR A COMPOSITE LAMINATE ONLY

Experiments have been first performed on laminates only, without a bond, particularly to
find the inter-ply damage threshold. The damage mechanism is discussed.
a.

Experiments Below The Damage Threshold

The first set of tests was performed on a 4-ply laminate. Figure 4 shows the back surface
velocity signal as a function of time for different laser pulse energies. The first sharp peak at
about 0.35 μs corresponds to the arrival of the compression wave (L) followed by a reduction of
the velocity due to rarefaction. The second and third peaks at about 0.85 µs and 1.45µs, noted as
3L and 5L, correspond to this compression wave after propagating over three and five times the
thickness, respectively. The small echoes between these two peaks are due to reflections between
the plies. The shapes of the velocity signals obtained with different laser energies are almost
identical when normalized with respect to the maximum. The small differences can be explained
by the thickness variations of the different layers and by the tape. Nevertheless, it is a proof that
the shock regime is elastic and that the strong compression waves generated do not modify the
material properties. As expected in elastic shock regime, the shock velocity D is approximately
equal to the elastic velocity c. Generation and propagation of the high amplitude waves are in
fact non invasive since the elastic limit for the carbon fibre is well above the rupture threshold of
the epoxy and that the epoxy rupture is itself brittle at high strain rate, without any prior plastic
deformation. This is confirmed by applying many shocks at the same place without observing
any change.
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Figure 4. Back surface velocity signals measured under 1200mJ (grey curve) and 800 mJ (black
curve) laser shock pulse energy on a 4-ply laminate.
b. Experiment Above The Damage Threshold
The energy of the laser pulse was then increased to values much above the damage
threshold and the results are shown in figure 5. All measurements were made at different
locations on the sample. The signals obtained at 1300 and 1350 mJ present signatures very
distinct from the one presented in figure 4. At 1350 mJ, the disbond is identified at about 480ns
by small oscillations with a constant period and decreasing amplitude corresponding to
reverberations within one ply. At 1300 mJ (laser power density of 1.3 GW/cm2), damage is
identified but disbond is seen to occur later.

Figure 5. Back surface velocity signals measured for laser shock pulse energies above damage
threshold in the 4-ply laminate.
Figure 6-a shows a laser-ultrasonic amplitude C-scan image obtained on the 4-ply
laminate after laser shock. Note that laser-ultrasonic inspection is performed as usually in the
thermoelastic regime, without the tape or water confinement used for producing shockwaves or
high amplitude ultrasonic waves. The identified damage consists in a crack inside the epoxy
layer ep1 closed to the back surface when laser energy is greater than 1350 mJ and inside the
epoxy layer ep2 when laser energy is around 1300 mJ, as shown in the A-scans of figure 6-b.
Once the location of the damage had been identified, damage threshold is determined
from the velocity signals as shown in figure 5 and equation [1]. The calculated threshold is about
340 MPa, wherever damage occurred. Note that this dynamical tensile limit is much higher than
6

the usually accepted static tensile limit for this material [14], but the laser shockwave
experiments are done in a much higher strain rate than usual mechanical tests.
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Figure 6. Laser-ultrasonic amplitude C-scan of the laminate after laser shock for different laser
pulse energies. (a) C-scan image and (b) A-scans from pointed regions in the C-scan.

RESULTS FOR BONDED LAMINATES

Then, two 4-ply laminates were bonded using the adhesive paste Hysol® EA9394. Rather
than well preparing the surfaces before bonding and in order to achieve a weak bond, halves of
each plate were only cleaned by solvent whereas other halves were roughened with a sandpaper
and cleaned. The bond was measured to range between 90 and 160 µm thick. Since it was
expected that adhesive strength could vary across the sample, 16 shocks were applied over the
entire surface at each laser energy level, which was increased from 600mJ to 1200 mJ by step of
200 mJ. Figure 7 shows the laser-ultrasonic inspection results before (figure 7-a) and after laser
shock pulses at 1000 mJ (figure 7-b) and 1200 mJ (figure 7-c). The dashed rectangle delimits the
roughened area. The C-scan before laser shock shows the presence of a few pre-existing
unbounded areas. The others C-scans reveal new disbonds caused by the laser shocks. The
circles indicate the positions where shocks took place.
It is noted that below 1000 mJ no disbond is revealed by the ultrasonic C-scans while the
velocimeter signals show disbond signatures, for example at 800mJ (figure 8). This discrepancy
can be explained as follows: during the adhesive rupture, the high amplitude of the tensile waves
separates the two planar interfaces of the joint and the waves are reflected toward the back
surface giving strong reverberation signals within the back plate indicating separation. But after
some time, good mechanical contact is restored, thus explaining the absence of damage signature
by laser-ultrasonic inspection technique. The time required for the contact to be restored is
indicated by the end of the reverberation velocity signals: it about 2.8µs for 800mJ loading as
shown by figure 8. In this case we are producing a real kissing bond with good mechanical
contact but no mechanical strength. This is unlike the cohesive damage produced in the epoxy
between the plies of the laminate indicated above in the previous paragraph. In this case there is
permanent cracking that is easily detected by ultrasound. According to equation [1] the bond
strength is evaluated at about 130 MPa, less than half the bond strength between plies. No
difference of damage threshold had been found between the two areas (roughened and not
7

roughened), but the surface of the defects on the C-scan are quite different letting to conclude
that the rough surface avoid propagation of the disbonds, making them more difficult to be
detected by ultrasonic inspection.

a
b
c
Figure 7. Laser-ultrasonic inspection of the weakly bonded sample: (a) C-scan plot of the
amplitude of the 3rd spectral peak before laser shock, (b) Similar C-scan after laser shock at
1000 mJ, (c) Similar C-scan after laser shock at 1200 mJ.

Figure 8. Velocimeter signals produced at 600 mJ loading in black and at 800 mJ loading in
grey.

CONCLUSION

A method based on high-intensity laser shock waves combined with laser-ultrasonic
inspection has been used to evaluate the bond strength between carbon fibre composite
laminates. Laminates without bonds were first tested and the inter-ply bond strength within the
laminate was evaluated to about 340 MPa in the high strain rate regime of the method. Weakly
bonded samples were made and showed a strength of about 130 MPa, significantly less than the
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inter-ply strength of a laminate. The encouraging results provided by this work are an incentive
for further development of the technique with in view ultimately its use for certifying adhesive
bonding of primary aircraft structures.
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